About us
Introducing
Lightspeed

Exceeding expectations
end to end

Lightspeed is a leading connectivity
specialist in Australia.

Lightspeed provides smart
connectivity solutions which
exceed client expectations.

We supply, install and maintain the
entire connectivity chain within a
fast evolving digital world.
Founded in 2001 and based in Western
Australia, our highly skilled and professional
team has decades of experience
within multiple industry sectors.
Our domestic and international projects range
from small data and electrical fit-outs to major
government networks, encompassing all
facets of hardware connection to the world.

Known for our exceptional design capability
and valued supplier relationships – we deliver
first class systems on time and to budget.
Lightspeed completes connectivity
in-house end to end, eliminating the need
for multiple contractors. From civil works,
installing conduit and cable underground
to the highly technical installation of fibre
optics, CCTV and IT infrastructure – we provide
the full range of network components.
Our teams are highly agile – installing
solutions in remote desert locations
in the North West, to entire high-rise
cabling infrastructure in capital cities.

Core services

Key service industries

>

Electrical

>

Commercial

>

Fibre Optics and Data

>

Industrial

>

Security and CCTV

>

Government

>

Civil

>

Mining and Resources

>

ICT

>

Education

>

Audio Visual

>

Health Care

>

Design, Consultancy

>

Utility and Infrastructure

>

Preventative maintenance

>

End to end connectivity

Core Services
	Design
and
>
Consultancy
the first step
Connectivity is the state
of being connected.
New technologies, designs and innovation
are disrupting and superseding connections.
Keeping up to date with changes and
future-proofing a business is overwhelming.
Lightspeed anticipates the impact
of on-going change upon our clients’
core business. We provide a bespoke
connectivity solution tailored to your
industry, operations and growth.
Multiple users communicating with multiple
devices demand a reliable bandwidth,
first-class security and an end to end solution
that is planned and executed to perfection.
Lightspeed excels in ensuring client networks
are designed, installed, and supported to
serve the entire connectivity chain.

	Fibre
Optics
>
and Data
Founded originally as a fibre optic and
data cabling company, Lightspeed has
decades of experience as one of Australia’s
leading specialists in the installation,
termination and testing of fibre optic
and structured cabling networks.
Lightspeed designs, installs and maintains
city, campus and corporate networks
for government, mining, industrial and
commercial sectors. From enabling digital
cities to data transfer in the world of
IoT, Lightspeed delivers the fibre optic,
data or wireless link to your devices.

“…highly experienced
project managers ensure
new installations are
designed with the most
appropriate and cost
effective hardware
to exceed the system
requirements”

>

Electrical

Electricity is critical to business.
Lightspeed installs all new electrical
products to support and enhance your wideranging business operations and projects.
On-going connectivity is paramount to
on-going services. Disruption or failure
of power interrupts operations, response
times, capabilities and delivery.
Lightspeed’s professional team ensures
you remain connected when it matters most.
We offer a full range of support to all sectors,
domestic and industrial, including simple
test and tagging through to back-up UPS,
generators and on-call maintenance.

>

Civil works

Backhaul cabling and network
installations require complex physical
infrastructure – conduits, poles,
towers – particularly in urban areas.
Lightspeed co-ordinates with key
stakeholders and plans optimal delivery
of services with minimal impact to
urban planning or the environment.
Our specialist civil team works
in local and remote areas using
industry best practice to ensure:
›› infrastructure is installed to ensure
maximum life without the need for
expensive maintenance, and
›› re-instatement processes are regularly
assessed to ensure sites are restored
within the shortest period feasible.

Core Services

>

ICT Solutions

Lightspeed knows that Information
and Communications Technology
(‘ICT’) – is the critical final piece
of the connectivity puzzle.
We have established partnerships with
world-class providers to ensure that the latest
technologies and services are available to
our valued clients. Lightspeed will design,
procure, configure and deliver your ICT devices
and services – no matter how complex.
From complex storage, security and
WiFi networks through to simple LAN
distribution, our expert team will provide
and maintain the best future-proofed
network connectivity for your business.

>

Security and CCTV

Reliable security and access
infrastructure for premises – CCTV,
monitors, keypads and alarms – are
paramount for organisations in both
the private and public sectors.
Lightspeeds’ team of security consultants
and installers work with clients to deliver
customised, innovative and technologically
advanced security solutions. This includes
security and CCTV infrastructure for
local governments, manufacturing and
schools throughout Western Australia.

“The Lightspeed team are clearly
passionate about their profession
and the quality of their work. Their
ability to deliver all aspects of a
project from start to finish makes our
job so much easier and I would highly
recommend their services”

	Audio
Visual
>
driving communication

	Maintenance
and
>
on-call services

Seamless audio visual (‘AV’) integration
in the workplace or public spaces
is an important communication,
meeting and messaging tool.

Having a reliable service provider
to call on when there are electrical,
security or network outages is critical
to business, production and delivery.

Lightspeed delivers innovative and
advanced AV components on both a
large and small scale. From site-wide
components, installations and media devices
for world class expos and major events to
domestic boardrooms and businesses.

Lightspeed provides on-going maintenance
and on-call services for major government
departments, telco carriers and corporations.
Our fleet of service vehicles, advanced
fault-finding equipment and experienced
staff ensure outages are rectified in the
quickest and most effective way.

Entrust Lightspeed to design and deliver
tailored AV solutions for your core
communications and they will become
the driver for sharing information and
connectivity in your organisation.

Lightspeed has available on-call staff who
will mobilise to both local and remote
locations as soon as a fault is reported.
Regular communication is maintained
to report the status of investigations
and repairs and expected resolution
times throughout the process.
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